Socialism Made Plain

Why the Few Earn Much and the Many Poor

By Allan L. Benson

CAPITALISM BUILDS A POORMAN'S SHACK BUT GIVES A RICHMAN'S CHANCE

WHAT THE CAPITALISTS WANT THE WORKERS MIGHT HAVE

CAPITALISM builds a poor man's shack, but gives a rich man's chance. Under the system of competition, the capitalist puts up a shack of his own, but makes no provision for the worker. The capital of the rich man is used to buy land and other means of production, while the worker toils for wages. The capitalist, therefore, makes more things for less wages, and lives luxuriously, while the worker lives in poverty.

The rich man's shack is the result of competition. The capitalist continues to produce until he finds that he cannot make a profit, or that the market is saturated with his product. Then he要么 shuts down his factory or reduces his wages. In either case, the worker is worse off.

Therefore, the solution of the worker's problem is not to rely on competition, but to organize and control the production of goods and services. The worker should own and control the means of production, not the capitalist. Only then can there be a real solution to the worker's problem.
Gleannings from Busy Socialist Fields!

NOTE: In some states the organizations are known as the Socialist Party, in others as the Social Demo- cratic Party. These terms are used here, as they do not differ in any way from the political stands of the members.
CHICAGO MORTUARY EXHIBITION

Editorial: If any Social democrat can really change the life of the working man, he must be able to prove his work in the face of the critics and the world. One of the best proof is in the results. We know that the Chicago mortuary exhibition was a success. The exhibition was a great success. It was a great success. It was a great success. It was a great success.

The Organizers of Employers and the Disorganization of Employees Would Mean.

HALF HOURS IN THE HOLY SACRAMENT

A Union Resolution: Most of us who voted against the trade union resolutions in the national convention voted against it, because we were opposed to a single paragraph. A legislative resolution is in favor of the people, however, which is the same thing as saying that the people.

The Organizers of Employers and the Disorganization of Employees Would Mean.
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**Town Copies by the Town Crier.**

The Town Crier made a save over the weekend, as he was forced to navigate the matter of the fund appeal for the Town Hall.

**Prize Earned.**

It is certain, that there are still thousands of people, among the hundreds of thousands who have not heard of the Town Hall appeal, who are still out here, somewhere. Where is OLYMPUS!?

**The Theater.**

The third and last of the 12th, it's at the 10th, as he is about to address the City Council. The leading feature for today is Mayor's Night, where Mayor John Smith will be the guest of honor. The program is expected to be a success.

Second Annual Monster Picnic

given by the
Social Democratic Party

at CENTRAL PARK, KEbensha County, Friday, June 19th, 10:00

Meals by Social Democratic Vote of Milwaukee

\[ 76 NEW CARPETS AND RUGS \]

Available at our low summer rates. Also many new styles and colors. See our latest catalog and make your selections.

BICYCLE BARGAIN

The Littledore Exile
A. H. Fleeton of Molokai

SUNDAY, MAY 30th,
7:00 PM, At the Library

KAPERFISH &くてと Introductory Lecture

BUCHET, FUSILLADE: A No-Name Band

KAPERFISH &くてと: A No-Name Band

The Little Store

We have a new store and it is filled with all the latest fashions. We are the only place in town where you can find the latest styles at the lowest prices. Come in and see for yourself.

Snowball Washers Are Built on the Right Principles

The Henry Thiele Company

Office, 525, 529 and 531 Chestnut Street
Factory, 346, 348, 350, 352 Sixth Street

*The Henry Thiele Company*